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■Specifications Table

■Function Descriptions

Model

Processing Liquid

Processing Chips

Processing Capacity 

Filtration Accuracy

Chip Conveyor Tank

Clean Tank

Standard Accessories

TLF

Water soluble coolant

AL standard cutting chips

300 L/min (Drum filter×2, with backwash function)

30 µm or less×90% or more 

Chip discharge section inspection window

Conveyor chain slack/overflow inspection window

Drum filter inspection window

Torque limiter 

Low limit and lower limit prediction float switches

Oil skimmer for recovery of floating oil

Glycerin pressure gauge

*Please inquire for information on other specifications and other details.

TLF Type Coolant Filtration Equipment
Note: Photos may vary from actual equipment.

TCF Type Coolant Filtration Equipment
Note: Photos may vary from actual equipment.

3D flow analysis allows for optimal tank design! 
A truly amazing degree of coolant purification!
(Highly Efficient Floating Oil Recovery System, Sludge Accumulation Prevention Structure)

We have thoroughly revised current coolant filtration equipment, and succeeded in using Teral's unique innovativeness and
 technologies to develop products which are more environmentally and person friendly. 
The "CyClean Series" has a variety of features to meet customer needs and provide superior performance.* The name was created by combining Cyclone (Recycle) and Clean.

Chip Baffle Plate

Prevents floating chips from getting 
close to the drum filter.

Chip Discharge Section Inspection Window

Allows external verification of the 
discharge section.

Uses Newly Developed, 
High Strength Filters

Prevents clogging and lasts longer.
In addition, development of new materials 
has allowed for higher strength.

Chip Strike Prevention Plate

Protects the drum filter from being 
damaged by masses of chips striking it.

Chip Accumulation Prevention Structure

A circular tank is used for the clean tank. 
The tank creates a rotating whirlpool to 
prevent sludge accumulation, reducing 
cleaning frequency. In addition, the simple 
structure makes cleaning simpler.

Chip Accumulation Prevention Structure

A circular tank is used for the clean tank. 
The tank creates a rotating whirlpool to 
prevent sludge accumulation, reducing 
cleaning frequency. In addition, the simple 
structure makes cleaning simpler.

Efficient Recovery of Floating Oil

We have intentional ly designed a 
section where floating oil will accumulate, 
making for more efficient recovery.

Efficient Recovery of Floating Oil

We have intentionally designed a section 
where floating oil will accumulate, 
making for more efficient recovery.

Simple Drum Filter Replacement

Filter can be replaced without removing liquid.Filter is 
held in place using clips, making for simple attachment.

Drum Filter Inspection Window
(Expanded Metal)

Allows for verification of drum filter 
operating status.

Conveyor Chain Slack/
Overflow Inspection Window

Allows for early verification of conveyor 
chain slack and chip tank overflow.

Larger Tail Guide Plate 

We have enlarged the guide plate, and 
made it so that the return scraper holds 
back floating chips from the top, preventing 
the floating chips from accumulating.

Larger Tail Guide Plate

■Specifications Table

■Function Descriptions

Model

Processing Liquid

Processing Chips

Processing Capacity 

Filtration Accuracy

Chip Conveyor Tank

Clean Tank

Standard Accessories

TCF

Water soluble coolant

AL standard cutting chips

300 L/min (Cyclone separator×2)

30 µm or less×90% or more

Chip discharge section inspection window

Torque limiter 

Low limit and lower limit prediction float switches

Oil skimmer for recovery of floating oil

Glycerin pressure gauge

*Please inquire for information on other specifications and other details.

TLF Type

TCF Type

Reliability & Energy Saving

Development of a cyclone separator 
which allows for a wide range of chip 
processing eliminates the need for 
worrying about clogging.

Drying Structure

Improved chip drying capacity through 
exposing chip fluid surface for longer 
period of time.

Coarseness Reducing Conveyor Structure

Specialized scraper prevents conveyor 
clogging, allowing for continual, stable 
filtering.

Chip Cleanup Structure

If chips do fall onto the bottom conveyor, 
they are actively cleaned away.

17% Reduced Installation Area

Stable filtering capacity allows for reduction 
in size of the clean tank, which in turn allowed 
for a 17% reduction in installation space 
compared to Teral's other products.

Chip Return Prevention Structure

Prevents chips that have adhered to the 
scraper from returning to the conveyor.

Chip Falling Prevention Structure

Specialized flap structure prevents chips 
from falling onto bottom conveyor.

13% Reduction of Coolant 
Retention Amount

Making the coolant equipment more 
compact has allowed for an approximately 
13% decrease in coolant liquid compared 
to other Teral products.
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●Drum filter provides reliable, highly accurate filtering

●Uses newly developed, high strength filters

●Filters can be replaced without removing liquid

Features    Patent Pending

●No consumable parts (No drum filter)

●Energy saving (No backwash necessary)

●Newly developed cyclone separator

●Made more compact  Installation area reduced 17%
    (Compared to other Teral products)

Features    Patent Pending

Drum Filter Type Coolant Filtration Equipment

Patent Pending

Cyclone Type Coolant Filtration EquipmentNEW

This newly developed coolant filtration equipment 
has allowed for realization of coolant purification 
through 3D flow analysis.


